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In this paper we answer a question of Oxley. We will show that if M is a 3-connected matroid 
and C is a circuit of M such that M\e is not 3-connected for every e E C then C meets at least 
two triads of M. We also give a generalization of Tutte’s whirl and wheel theorem. 
In this paper we will solve a problem proposed by Oxley in [5]. We need to 
give some definitions. Suppose that M is a matroid and that A is a subset of the 
set of elements E(M) of M. We will define: 
&M, A) = r(A) + r(E(M)\A) - r(M) + 1 
where r is the rank function of M. Let k be a positive integer. We say that 
{A, E(M)\A) is a k-separation of M if 
Ij(M, A) s k and min{]Al , JE(M)\AI} 2 k. 
A matrrsid M is called k-connected if it does not have a k’-separation for every k’ 
such that lsk’ck. 
A triangle of M is a circuit with three elements and a triad of M is a triangle of 
M*. Our main result is: 
Theorem 1. Suppose that M is a 3-connected matroid with at least four elements 
and let C be a circuit of M. If M\e is not 3-connected for every e E C then C meets 
at least two distinct triads of M. 
We will give the proof of this result in Section 3. Oxley in [4] proved that 
Theorem 1 holds for minimality 3-connected matroids. 
It is known that the cycle matroid M(G) of a graph G is k-connected if and 
only if G is k-connected and has girth at least k, see e.g. Oxley [6]. As a 
consequence of this and Theorem 1 we have that: 
Theorem 2. Let G be a simple 3-connected graph and C a circuit of G. if G\e is 
not 3-connected for every e E C then C contains at least two distinct vertices of 
degree 3. 
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We will omit the proof of this theorem because it is similar to Oxley’s proof of 
Theorem (2.9) in [5]. In this paper Oxley obtained analogous results for 
2-connected matroids. 
2. Some known and unknown lemmas 
In this section we will suppose that M is a 3-connected matroid with more than 
three elements except in (2.8) and (2.9). We say that an element e of M is 
essential if M\e and M/e are not 3-connected matroids. Tutte in [9] proved that: 
(2.1) If e is an essential element of M then e belongs to a triangle or a triad of 
M. 0 
If we look with care at the proof of this rest& we will observe that Tutte 
showed the following: 
(2.2) (i) If {A, B} is a Zseparation of M\e and IAl = 2 then A U e is a triad of 
M. 
(ii) If {A, B} is a 2-separation of M/e and IAl = 2 then A U e is a triangle of 
M. Cl 
(2.3) If {A, B) and {A’, B’) are 2-separations for M\e and M/e respectively 
then: 
B’I) =2. Cl 
Let ML be the matroid obtained from M/e after the deletion of all but one 
element from every non-trivial parallel class of M/e, and let M,” be the matroid 
obtained from M\e after the contradiction of all but one element from every 
non-trivial series class of M\e. As a consequence of (2.2) and (2.3) we have the 
following result which appears in Bixby [l]. It was also proved independently by 
Seymour and Truemper. 
(2.4) If e is an essential 
matroid. Cl 
element of M then ML or M,” is a 3-connected 
Another consequence of (2.2) and (2.3) is: 
(2.5) Suppose that e is an essential element of M. If e does not belong to any 
triad of M then ML is 3-connected and every parallel class of M/e has at most two 
elements. c3 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be by induction on IC]. The basis of the induction, 
that is the case when ICI= 3 has been proved by Tutte in [9] in a more general 
form, namely: 
(2.6) If M\e and M\~ are not 3-connected and e, f belong to a triangle T of M 
thenthereisatriadT’ofMsuchthateET’andfTnT’]=2. El 
The next result was proved by Oxley in [4] for ~-connected matruids. We only 
need the case when yt is equal to three, namely: 
(2.7) If M\e is not 3-connected and (M~f)\e is 3-connected then there is a triad 
of M which contains e and fi El 
Finally we need two more results of ?Yutte [9] which hold for any matroid M. 
We use r* to denote the rank function of M*. 
(2.8) Zj(M, A) = r(A) + r*(A) - IAl f 1. El 
(2.9) ~(M, A) + ~(M, B) 3 f(M, A u B) + ~(M, A n 8. q 
The next obse~ation follows from (2.8) and (2.2) and we will use it often in 
this paper: 
(2.10) Let e be an element which does not belong to any triad of M. If {A, B} is 
a 2-separatiun for M\e and A spans f E B in M or M* then {A Ufi B\f} is a 
Zseparation for M\e. q 
From (2.8) we also have: 
(2.11) Suppose that (E(M)\ > 4. If IAl = 3 then A cannot be both a triangle and 
a triad of M. IJ 
Before the proof of our main result we will prove two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.E Suppose that e and f are d~tinct elements of M and that M\e is not 
3-connected. If there are triangles T and T’ of M such that e E T’, f E T, 
IT n T’l = 1 and T’ U f is a ~o~i~~uit of M then e belongs to a triad of Mm 
Proof, Suppose that T’ = {a, b, e} and T = {a, c, f}. Put A = T U T’ and ob- 
serve that: 
r(A) s 3, r*(A) G 4 and by (2.8) g(M, A) s 3. 
If s(M, A) < 3 then lE(M)I G 6 since M is 3,~~nne~ted. Thus by (2.2) e belongs to 
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a triad of M since M\e is not 3-connected. Suppose that E(M, A) = 3. In this case 
r(A) = 3 and r*(A) = 4. 
By (2.10) we can choose a 2-separation {A’, B’} of M\e such that T c A’. V’s 
have that: 
&M\e, A\e) + E(M\e, A’) = 5 
and by (2.9) we get: 
&M\e, A n A’) + g(M\e, (A U A’jie) s 5. 
Hence we have two alternatives: 
Case I. I$(M\e, A n A‘) s 2. In this case {T, (E(M)\A) U B’} is a 2-separation 
for M\e since A n A’ = T. Hence by (2.8): 
r(TUe)+r*(TUe)=k 
As r*(A) = 4, A contains only one cocircuit of M and hence r*(T U e) = 4 and so 
t(T Ue) =2. As T Ue spans A we have that r(A) = 2 and we have a 
contradiction. 
Care 2. g(M\e, (A UA’)\e) S 2. As (A UA’)\e spans e in M and M is 3- 
connected, J(E(M)\A) fl B’I G 1. Since IB’ fl Al = 1 we have that IB’I =2 and 
that B' U e is a triad of M by (2.2). 0 
Lemma 2.13. Suppose that U c E(M) and M x U = M(K,) and that b and d are 
distinct elements of U. If there is no triangle of M x U Bphich contains both b and d 
and M\b and M\d are not 3-connected then U = E(M). 
Proof. Suppose that U = (a, b, c, d, e, f} and that (a, d, f}, {b, e, f} and 
{c, d, e} are circuits of M. Let {A, B} be a 2-separation for M\b. As A and B do 
not span b we can suppose that a, f E A and c, e E B. If d E A then {Aid, B U d} 
is a 2-separation for M\b by (2.10). Put Al = A\d and A2 = B. 
Let {A’, B’} be a Zseparation for M\d. As before we can suppose that 
a, c E A’ and that e, f E B’. Put Bl = A’\b ;nd & = B’\b. We have: 
g(M\b, Bi U d) = 3 for both i, 
e(M\b, Ai U d) = 2 for both i and 
IAi n Bil 3 1 for both i and both j. 
By (2.9) we get that: 
5 2 c(M\b, (Bi Cl AJ U d) + lj(M\b, Ai U Bi U dj 
and as B* UA, spans b in M for every t and s and M is 3-connected we have that: 
IE(M)\(Bi U Ai U {b, d))l = 1 
for every i and j and hence IE(M)J = 6. Cl 
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From Seymour [8] we have: 
(2.14) Suppose that {A, D} is a 2oseparation of a matroid N. If C and C’ are 
circuits of N which intersect both A and B then C n A is not a proper subset of 
C’nA. Cl 
3. Proof of theorem 1 
Suppose that the result is not true and choose M such that ICI is as small as 
postible and there is at most one triad T of M such that T P C # 0. By (2.6) we 
ha>e that ICI > 3. 
(3.1) If e E C\T then e is an essential element of M. 
Proof. If M/e is 3-connected then the result follows by the choice of M and by 
(2.7) because (M/e)\f is not 3-connected for every f E C\e, since e does not 
belong to any triad of M. 0 
(3.2) Suppose that e is an element of C\T and T’ is a triangle of M such that 
eET’. 
(i) IT’ n C( = 1. 
(ii) If T” is a triangle of M different from T’ then IT’ n T”( s 1. 
Proof, (i) This follows from the choice of M and (2.6). (ii) If IT’ n T”I > 1 then 
IT’ n T”l= 2 and hence M x (T’ U T”) = Uz. This cannot happen by (2.5) since e 
does not belong to a triad of M. Cl 
From (3.2) it follows that C\e is a circuit of ML if e E C\T. 
(3.3) If e E C\T and f E C\e then ML\f is not 3-connected. 
Proof. Suppose that Ml\f is 3-connected. Observe that T is a triad of ML by 
(3.2). If f E T then (E(M:)I s 4 and hence IE(M)I s 6 by (3.2) and (2.5). Since 
M\e is not 3-connected then e belongs to a triad by (2.2). We have a 
contradiction and hence f $ T. 
Let {A, B} be a 2-separation of M\f with e EA. We can choose this 
2-separation such that A is closed in M by (2.10). Put A’ = A n E(M:) and 
B’ = B n E(M:). Hence: 
lj(ML\f, A’) = r(A) - 1 + r(B U e) - 1 - r(M\f) + 1 + 1 
e(ML\f, A’) = &M\f, A) + r(B U e) - r(B) - 1. 
Case 1. B spans e. Hence lj(M:\f, A’) = 1 and IA’1 =0 or IBvl =O. If IA’1 =0 
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then IAl = 1 and if !B’( = 0 then [Bl= 0 since A is closed in M and e belongs to A. 
We have a contradiction. 
Case 2. B does not span e. Hence &ML\f, A’) = 2 and in this case IA’1 = 1 or 
IB’I = 1. If IB’I = 1 we have that lBl= 2 by (2.5) since A is closed in M. By (2.2) f 
belongs to T and we have a contradiction. Hence IA’1 = 1 and A is a triangle of 
M. By (2.8) we have: 
3 = E(M, A uf) = r(A uf) + r*(A Uf) - 3. 
Since A does not span f we have that r*(A Uf) = 3. As M is 3-connected we have 
A is not a triad of M by (2.11) and as f does not belong to T we have that A Uf is 
a cocircuit of M. 
Since f $ T by (3.1) we have that f is essential and hence it has to be in a 
triangle T’ by (2.1). By (3.2) IT’ n Al = 1 and we have a contradiction since by 
(2.12) e belongs tc a triad of M. Hence ML\f is not 3-connected and the result 
follows. cl 
By (2.5) and (3.3), it follows that ML is 3-connected and ML\f is not 
3-connected for every f E C\e, when e E C\T. By the choice of M, Mi has a triad 
T’ different from T such that T’ = D n E(M:). From (2.5) and (3.2) we have 
that: 
(3.4) If e E C\T then there is cocircuit D of M such that 10 n Cl = 2, e $ D and 
(D\C) U e is a triangle of M. Cl 
(3.5) If D is as in (3.4) then D n C & T. 
Proof. Suppose that D fi C = (a, b} and that D\C = {c, d}. Let {A, B} be a 
2-separation for M\e. By (2.10) we can suppose that A is closed in M* and that 
T GA. As {c, d, e} is a triangle of M and neither {A U e, B} nor {A, B U e}, we 
have that I{c, d} n Al = 1. If a, b E T then A spans c and d in M* and we have a 
contradiction. 0 
If e E C\T then we will denote by 0, a cocircuit of M which satisfies the 
properties of (3.4)-observe that it does not have to be unique. Denote by T, the 
triangle (De\U) U e. 
(3.6) Te is the unique triangle of ik! whzh contains e. 
of. There is c E (De n C)\T by (3.5). If T,\e = {a, It} then a or b belongs to T, 
since IT, n Del f 1 and IT, n Cl = 1. Suppose that b E T,. By (3.2) IT, n Tel = 1. 
Observe that e E DC since a $ DC, b E 0, and ID, n TJ # 1. By (3.2) we have that 
{a, e, d, c} is a circuit of M, where d E T,\T, and d # c. 
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Suppose that there is another triangle Ti which contains e. As e E T: we have 
that deTi since IT:nQJ#l, ITLnCl=l and lTLnT,J=l. Letfbe the new 
elements of TL. 
Observe that {f, d, c, a} contains a circuit C’ of M. As f, c, a $0, and d E 0, 
we have that 6’ = {f, c, a}. Hence if U = (a, b, c, d, e, f} then M x U = M(K,) 
(since we cannot have triangle T’ of U such that IT’ n T,I = 2 or (T’ n T,I = 2 and 
that {f, b, d, a} and {f, c, b, e} contain circuits of M). By (2.12) we have that 
U = E(M) and get a contradiction since (C n VI = 2. •! 
(3.7) If De2 n C = { el, e,} and el, e2, e3 $ T then T,, n Te2 n T,, = 8. 
Roof. Suppose that T=,\e, = {a,, a2} and T,,\e2 = {a2, a,}. If the result is not 
true then T,,\e3 = {a2, ad}. In this case el, e2 E De3 and e2, e3 E De,. 
Put U = (ah Q2, a3, ah el, e2, e3 }. Observe that {e,, e2, e3, a2} spans U in MS 
and {a,, a2, a3, a4} spans U in M and hence f(M9 U) = r(U) + r*(U) - IUl + 1 s 
2. Hence as M is 3-connected and ICI >3, (E(M)\UJ = 1. Let e4E E(M)\U. 
Observe that e4E C and that there is not a triad T since if this happens 
/T n Cl 2 2 but el, e2, e3 $ T. Suppose that Ted n U = {LY, /3}. By (3.2) we have 
that cu, B E {al, a2, a3, a4} but this cannot happen by the existence of the D,,. 
Hence there is not a Ted and we have a contradiction. Cl 
Construction of am admissible sequence: Suppose that we have constructed one 
sequence of distinct elements of C 
e0, el, e2, . . . 9 en, en+l (n 2 1) 
such that 
cm el, e2, . . . , ena1 Q T- 
(S2) All ai are distinct, where the ai are defined by: 
Tei n TF?i+l = {ai+l} for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 
T,.\(az, el) = (al) and T,JL 4 = {a,+l) 
For n = 1 put T,,\e, = {al, a2}. 
(S3) @i-l3 ei+l }=D,nc for i=l,..., 12. 
Observe that: 
(Al) We can define this sequence for n = 1 by (3.4) and (3.5) since C\T # 8. 
W) a,,+l E Te,+l by (3.7) or if n = 1 we can suppose this. If a,+2 E Ten+,\ 
{ Q?l+1 1 th en an+2 +ai for every i 
I~~~~~ T=,+,l = 1 or n 
s n + 1 (otherwise I&n Te,,+,l = 1 or 
= 1 and (al, a2, e2} is a circuit of M). 
(A3) Let enf2 be the element of De,+I n C different from e,. If epr+2 = ei for 
some i 3 1 then IDe,,I n Teil = 1, but this cannot happen. 
(A4) If en+2 = e. Q T then a1 E T=, and a,+2 E T,, by (3.7). When this happens, 
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we say that 
E:eO,eI,. . . ,en,e,+l @al) 
is a closed admissible sequence. Note that 
De0 = (a,+z, al, el, %+I) 
(AS) If en+2, eo E T then we say that 
Ee,, el, . . 
l P en+19 en+2 (n 2 1) 
is an open admissible sequence. Any open or closed admissible sequence is called 
admissible. 
(A6) Suppose that en+2 #ei for every i and that e. or en+2 does not belong to 
T. If en+2 $ T then we can lengthen the sequence. If en+2 E T then we can reorder 
the sequence and since e. $ T we can lengthen it. 
In this way we will construct an admissible sequence for M. If (5 is an 
admissible sequence we will define: 
&= a1,a2,--=,a,+2 ( } and 
Eo= {ei :ei E Q and ei $ T}. 
(3.8) If 6 is a closed admissible sequence then there is a circuit C’ of M such 
that C’ 2 Ao. 
Proof. As a2 and e2 are not in series in M\e,, there is a circuit C’ of M such that 
a2 E C’ and e,, e2 $ C’. Use the triangles Tei and the exchange axiom to eliminate 
all the ei of C’ fl Eo and keep a2 in C’. In this case we have that C’ zAG by the 
existence of the De.. Cl 
(3.9) If Q is an admissible sequence then E is open. 
Proof. Suppose that 6 is closed. By (3.8) there is a circuit C’ of M such that 
C’ 2 AE. Let {A, B} be a 2-separation for M\e,. Suppose that a1 E A and a2 E B. 
There is Te, (i + 1) such that T,, 6 A. Hence 1 Tei n Al = 1 or 1 Tei n B) = 1. Without 
loss of generality we can say that 1 Tej n Al = 1. In this case Tei (I A E C’ n A and 
by (2.14) we have that Te, nA = C’ n A and A n A. = {a,}. Hence i = 0 and B 
spans al, a contradiction. Hence G is open. Cl 
As a consequence of this lemma we have: 
(3.10) There is a triad T such 
From now on suppose that: 
E:e0, el, . . . p en, en+l 
that TnC#0. 0 
(n 2 2) 
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is an open admissible sequence and put 
&= b2, a3, . l . 9 an+l, e2, . . . 9 en). 
(3.11) There is a 2-separation {A, B} of M\e, such that T s A and A0 E B. 
Proof. Let {A, B} be a 2-separation of M\el. We will transform this 2-separation 
into the 2-separation that we are looking for using (2.10). We can suppose that 
a2 E B and that B is closed in M and M*. Hence a1 E A and so T,, s B since A 
does not span a2. If n = 2 we have A0 c B. Suppose that n > 2. If Te3 s B we have 
that A0 c_ B by the existence of the & and Tei+l. We can suppose that a4, e3 $ B. 
Observe that e4 $ B since B is closed in M*. If we take the closure of A 
successively in M and M* we will get that a2 belongs to this set and we have a 
contradiction to the fact that M is 3-connected by (2.10). Hence A0 c B. If T E B 
then B spans al in M* by the existence of De,. Hence JT n B[ s 1 and if we use 
(2.10) we can suppose that T E A. Cl 
(3.12) Cij = (ai, ei, ai+l, . . . , ej_1, t+} is a circuit of M X A0 for 2 < i < j G n. 
Proof. We will do the proof by induction on j - i. If j - i = 1 then Cii = Tei is a 
circuit of M X Ao. Suppose that j - i > 1. By induction Ci,j-l is a circuit of 
M x A0 and if we apply the exchange axiom to this circuit and T,,_l we have that 
there is a C~WU% C' of M X A0 such that ai E C’ s Cij. We have that ei E C’ by the 
exitence of De,_* and ei+l E C’ by the existence of De,. Hence C’ contains 
ei, ei+b . . . , +_I. This follows since if e, belongs to C’ then e(u+2 also belongs to 
C’ by the existence of Dcr+l for QC + 2~ j - 1. AS ej-2 E C’, aj E C’ by the 
existence of Dej_,. Hence C’ = CU. Cl 
(3.13) If C’ is a circuit of M\(T U {e,, al}) which intersects A0 then C’ is equal 
t0 some Cije 
Proof. Suppose that C’ # Cij for every i and j. Choose C’ such that IC’ n C fl A01 
is as small as possible. Suppose that (C’ n C n A& > 0. There is an i such that 
IC’f7 {ei, ei+l}l= 1 and l~i~n. If ai+l E C’ then there is j #i such that 
IC’ n {ed, ej+l}l= 1 and aj+l $ C’. Hence we will suppose that ai+l $ C’. There is 
a circuit C” of M X A0 such that ai+l E C” c C’ U T,,\e, where cy = i or i + 1 and 
e, E C’. Hence 
and we have a contradiction. Then we have that 
c’ncnAo=O 
and we have a contradiction by the existence of the Dei. q 
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(3.14) 
Proof. 
Tc,B. 
(S(M\e*, A,) = 2. 
By (3.11) there is a Zseparation {A, B} of M\el such that A0 GA and 
Choose this 2-separation such that IAl is the least possible. Since 
(T u {al, e,}) n A = 0 we have by (3.13) that if C’ is a circuit of M x A then 
C’ n A,, = 0 or C’\A, = 8. Hence: 
r(A) = r(A,) + r(A\A,) 
lj(M\e,, A) = r(A,) + r(A\A,) + r(B) - r(M) + 1 
and as r(A\A,-J + r(B) 2 r((A\A,) U B) we have 
2 = E(M\e,, A) 3 lj(M\e,, A,) Z= 2 
and hence A = A*. Cl 
(3.15) W, {e,-+ e,, a,, a,,+l)) = 3. 
Proof. If n = 2 it follows from (3.14). Suppose that n > 2. In this case we have 
that E(M, A9\az) = 3. If n = 3 the result follows and so we will suppose that n > 3. 
As AJ{a2, e2) does not span e2 by (3.13) we have that 
NW AO\(aZ, e2)) = 3 = W, &&, as, e2}). 
Observe that we can continue in this way and the result follows. Cl 
As e(M, {e,,+ en, a,, a,+l}) = 3 we have: 
r({e,-+ e,, a,, a,+,}) + r*(k+ e,, an, a,,+J) = 6. 
As r({e,+ e,, a,, a,+l}) = 3 we have that {e,_l, e,, a,,, a,,,} contains a cocircuit 
C’ of M and as e, and e,+l do not belong to any triad of M, C’ = 
{ e n--l, en, a,, hl }. Observe that this is contrary to (2.12) and with this we finish 
the proof of Theorem 1. R 
4. Some remarks 
In this section we will suppose that M is a 3-connected matroid. In [9] Tutte 
proved the following: 
(4.1) Every element of M is essential if and only if M is isomorphic to a wheel 
or a whirl. 0 
hking with care at Tutte’s proof of this result (8.3 in [9]), one notes that 
Tutte showed the following slightly more specific result: 
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(4.2) Suppose that M has a triangle or a triad. If every element of M in a 
triangle or a triad is essential then M is isomorphic to a wheel or a whirl. 0 
In [7], Qxley proved the following result which strengthens Tutte’s result. 
(4.3) Suppose that M is minimally 3-connected with at least four elements. If 
every element in a triad is essential then M is isomorphic to a wheel or a 
whirl. Cl 
As a consequence of (4.2) and Theorem 1, we have a generalization of Oxley’s 
theorem, namely: 
(4.4) Suppose that M is a 3-connected matroid having a circuit C such that M\e 
is not 3-connected for every e E C. If every element in 
essential then M is isomorphic to a wheel or a whirl. 0 
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